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Proton-nucleus and neutron-nucleus standard optical-model parameters are given that represent, quite
well, much of the elastic scattering data in the range 2 &40, E(50 MeV. These parameters were deter-
mined by sting simultaneously a large sample of the available proton data, and independently, a large
sample of the available neutron data. Explicit energy- and isospin-dependent terms were included and
their coe&cients obtained directly from the data analysis. The results are shown to be consistent with
the range and strength of the central and isospin components of the two-body interaction.

I. INTRODUCTION

N recent years, accurate elastic scattering data for.. protons on medium to heavy weight nuclei, ':.;have
appeared. In many instances, polarization and reaction
cross-section data have been measured also at the same
energies and using isotopically separated targets.
Together with older proton and neutron data, mostly
using natural targets, a substantial amount of nucleon-
nucleus scattering information now exists. Many of
these data have been analyzed individually in terms of
the standard nuclear optical model (OM)' ' and in
several instances the individual parameters have been
used to extract some information about the energy and
isospin dependence of the OM potentials. However,
because of the inherent potential ambiguities, the
parameters found by various authors differ somewhat
and make interpolation between different energies

'' and nuclei uncertain. In a distorted-wave Born-approxi-
mation (DWBA) or coupled-channels analysis, then,
one often does not have reliable OM parameters for the
nucleon elastic channels.

Besides the obvious utilitarian value of such param-
eters, there is reason to believe that useful information
about nuclear forces and nuclear structure can be
obtained from the systematic analysis of nucleon elastic
scattering.

In view of the amount of data available and the in-
herent parameter ambiguities in the OM potentials,
it is clearly impractical to analyze individual data sets
and hope to determine an. optimum general parameter
set. The obvious approach is to combine a large number
of individual data taken over a range of energies and
nuclei, include explicit energy, isospin, etc., terms as
variable parameters in the OM potentials and fit
simultaneously all of the data. Such an analysis is well

within the capabilities of computers presently avail-
able and is presented here.

~ Work supported in part by the U.S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission.
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II. OPTICAL-MODEL PROGRAM

A PQRTRAN IV OM code' was written by one of the
authors (FDB) to solve the appropriate time-inde-
pendent nonrelativistic local Schrodinger equation for
the partial-wave scattering amplitudes. This code used
a modified numerov method~ and included an automatic
least-squares search routine which could optimize up to
30 parameters. Using a 60K 60-bit word CDC 6600
computer, this program could fit simultaneously 46
data sets with each data set consisting of up to 90
differential cross-section points, 90 polarization points,
and either the total cross section (neutrons) or the
reaction cross section (protons) .

In order to minimize the computation time and the
storage requirements, the experimental data were
interpolated to the nearest even c.m. angles. This
allows many of the angle-dependent functions to be
prestored in single common arrays. Also, many of the
proton data $30 MeV &r(8) jwere measured at even c.m.
angles and at least half the other data points (due to
the lab-c.m. transformation) were within 0.2' of even
c.m. angles, so that a majority of the data points re-
quired little, if any, interpolation. Several checks were
made using 40-MeV data to insure that only negligible
errors were introduced in this procedure.

The criterion function P of the theoretical fi.t was
taken to be

%max ~2 ~2F=Z + +x'"
n=l, ' a(8) P{8) n

where:

g'/X (e) =the I' per point value of the differential
cross sections &r(0) for the eth data set
(m&46);

g'iN~(g) ——the x' per point value of the polarization
data P(8) for the eth data set;

and
x' „=the y' value of the reaction (protons) or

total (neutrons) cross section for the mth

data set.

F. D. Becchetti, Jr., M.S. thesis, University of Minnesota,
1968 (unpublished} .

~ M. A. Melkanoff, T. Sawada, and J. Raynal, in Methods in
ConzPNtational Physics, edited by B.Alder {Academic Press Inc. ,
New York, 1966), Vol. VI, p. 1.
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.(8) =I ~(8) I'+ IB(8) I'

E(8) = 2ImA0(8) B(8)/0 (8) . (3)

When the spin-orbit mteraction is small, I &(8) I &(
I A(8) I and 0(8) is determined primarily by A(8).
Thus, in order to determine both amplitudes accurately,
P(8) and 0 (8) must be weighted equally.

A typical set of proton experimental data at a single
energy for a single nucleus includes 30-90 0 (8) points of
Rcclll'Rcy &3-10% 10-40 E(8) polll'ts of Rcclll'Rcy
+10-30%, and possibly, the reaction cross section.
Using a criterion function de6ned by summing x' values
for each point would weight the cross-section points
considerably more than the P(8) and 0II points. This
effect is emphasized in the case of the P(8) points
where the experimental and predicted values are
bounded between ~4.0; this limits x' for the polariza-
tion points to values ((50, in general for typical experi-
mental errors) which are several orders of magnitude
lower than the possible values of x' for the 0 (8) and os
points. An analysis based upon minimizing the simple
sum of g' values can thus weight, almost entirely, the
0(8) data and determine primarily the quantity A (8).
In such circumstances, the spin-orbit potential is being
used to 6t the large angle 0(8) points at the expense of
the over-all 6t to the P(8) and 0s data. It then becomes
very diKcult to extract useful information about either
thc spin-orbit or the central potentials, or to have con-
6dcnce in the scattering amplitudes and wave functions
determined by such potentials. The criterion function,
as presently defined Ii I,Eq. (1)g, is thus purposely
constructured to weight equally the three observables:
0 (8), E(8), and 0@ {or 0r). Such a procedure does not
avoid the difficulties arising from E(8) being bounded

g P. E. Hodgson, in The OPgkul 3IIodel of EIustic ScutterI'ng
(Oxford University Press, London, 1963), Chap. 2.

A quantity x'/Eg(g) is defined by

g'"(8) -g"'(8) '
E ~ ag'b'(8)

(2)

where goM(8) g'b'(8) snd hg'b'(8) are the OM pre-
diction of g(8), the interpolated experimental value,
and the standard deviation error in g(8), respectively,
for the E even c.m. angles. It should be noted that,
unlike most OM analyses F Las defined by Eq. (1)]
adds the y' per point values rather than the y~ values.
The present de6nition does not, then, treat all data
points equivalently. The reason for this choice of Ii is
given below.

The OM potentials, through the asymptotic form of
the OM wave functions, represent, indirectly, the
scattering matrix (Smatrix) comprised of the complex
phase shifts. The 5 matrix in turn determines the ordi-
nary scattering amplitude A(8) and the spin-Rip
amplitude B(8). The measured quantities 2'(8) and
0 (8) are related to these by' 8

polarization
I'cRctlon CI"oss scctlon
elastic cross section
total cross section

(4)

wllele 0'OF(8) =0OE/4n' ls the opt1mum lsotl'oplc coII1-
pound elastic scattering correction to minimize x' for
0(8), and. 0'(8), P(8), etc., are the OM values cor-
rected only for the Gnite detector width. At low energies
(E&10 MeV), the compound elastic correction can
become signi6cant, and this, of course, must be taken
into consideration when selecting experimental data
fol RnRlysls.

Finally, the experimental errors used in calculating
x' for 0 (8) are the quoted statistical errors in standard
deviations. Systematic errors in 0 (8) were included by
allowing rcnoI'IQRllzRtlon of thc experimental p6ints.
The renormalization constant was-chosen to minimize
x' and was constrained to be within the experimental
renormalization error. Data, which also included com-
pound ela, stic corrections were renormalized using only
the forward angle (8(60 ) 0 (8) data since for most of
tllese points 0'(8)))0OE/47r

'C. Poppe and. G. J. Py1e, University of Minnesota, J. H.
Williams Laboratory Annual Progress Report, p. 125, I965
(unpublished) .

between +i.However such difBcultics arc unlIQpox'tRnt

if comparable y' values are achieved for the various
individual experimental points, as is the case here. This
procedure also tends to over emphasize the os (or 0I)
measurements. In practice, considerably fewer proton f7~

measurements are available than 0 (8) and E(8)
angular distributions and the contribution of the f7~

points to Ii is thus reduced. A corresponding situation
does not hold for the neutron data where many o-z values
are available, However, in practice, there were insuS. -
cient neutron data available to enable a completely
independent neutron analysis to be made and the proton
I'csults wcI'c used Rs R guldc to sultablc paI'RIlMtcllza-
tions to be tried.

The OM predictions used in calculating Ii included
several corrections in order. to make them directly
comparable to experimental data. Both the 0(8) and
P(8) predictions are obtained by averaging the OM
values over a rectangular detector aperture of width
68 equivalent to the experimental detector geometry.
This correction is necessary for most of the polarization
data since 58 is usually several degrees. Provisions were
also available for including isotropic coIQpound elastic
scattering. This correction, which was assumed to be
unpolarized, was determined using an analytic expres-
sion to minimize x' for the individual 0 (8) data sets.
The expressions for 0 (8), P (8), and 0s or 0I then become

0'(8) =0' (8)+0'CE(8), dlfferentlal cl'oss sectloII
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The optimum parameters were then determined by
minimizing the P function calculated using the corrected
OM predictions given by (4).

Included in the 46 data sets are 400(8), 28 P(8), and
8 og measurements comprising about 2500 data points.
Typical a(8) data are of accuracy ~3—~15% with
&5% renormalization errors and cover the angular
~ange 15' (2.5') —160 with a detector acceptance 0.2'.
Typical P(8) data are of accuracy ~0.02-+0.2
absolute, with 8= 15' (5')—120' and a detector accep-
tance of 1'—4'. The o~ data are typically &5%. Wher-
ever possible statistical and renormalization errors have
bccn scpRI'Rtcd Rnd Included Rs stRndRrd dcvlRtlons.
The data weight most heavily the ~(8) and P(8)
measurements fo1 nuclc1 3&90 Rnd cneI'glcs Q 10 McV.
Most of the target nuclei have net spin I=0 and a 6rst
excited state which is energetically well separated from
the ground state.

Light nuclei (2 &40) were not included since these
tend to exhibit considerable level structure at the
energies involved here. They also have E Z and would
yieM little information about the OM isospin terms
which depend on the neutron excess.

Additional proton data which became available at
various stages of the analysis were used as an inde-
pendent check of thc final parameter sets.

IH. SELECTION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Proton Data

The selection of the experimental proton data to be
analyzed was determined by several factors, the primary
ones being accuracy and completeness, i.e., that the
data usually include not only 0(8) measurements but
also P(8) and og data. It was also essential that the
data span a wide range of nonrelativistic energies and
include substantial variations in 2V and Z. Since the
data analyzed should be predominantly non-Coulomb
direct shape-elastic scattering data, the lowest incident
energy included was determined primarily by the
appropriate Coulomb barrier (approximately / —12
MeV) and the (p, e) threshold Q values (2-10 MeV).
The limits on the incident proton energies were thus
determined to be 10&E&100 MeV.

Using these criteria, 46 proton data sets (a single
data set includes all elastic scattering information for
one nucleus at a single energy) were selected from the
data avai'able. These data are concentrated at proton
energies of 10, 14.5, 30, and 40 Mcv and are represen-
tative of the most accurate data available. The dis-
tribution with E and (E—Z)l~, of proton data sets
analyzed, is shown in Fig. 1 (see Refs. 10-32). All of
the proton OM parameters were determined by s'rnul-

tancously fitting these data.

Neutron Data

"L.Lee, Jr. , and J. P. Schi8er, Phys. Rev. 134, 3765 (1964)."P. J. Bulman, G. %'. Greenlees, and M. J. Sametband, Nucl.
Phys. 69, 536 (1965)."G.Igo and B.D. %ilkens, Phys. Letters 2, 342 (1962)."R. D. Albert and L. F. Hansen, Phys. Rev. Letters 6, 13
(1961)."V. Meyer and N. M. Hintz, Phys. Rev. Letters 5, 207 (1960)."I.F, DiceHo, G. J. Igo, and M. L. Roush, Phys. Rev. 15'7,
1001 (1967).
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Rolph, and J. Rosenblatt, Nucl. Phys. 49, 496 (1963).

'8 J. Senveniste, A. C. Mitchell, B. Buck, and C. B. Fulmer,
Phys. Rev. 133, 3323 (1964).

J. E. DUHsch, R.. R. Johnson~ and N. M. Hlntz, Phys. Re
13/, 3904 (1965).

~0 See Ref. 17.
"See Ref. 2.
"D.A. Lind et al. (to be published).
23 J. E. Dayton and G. Schrank, Phys. Rev. 101, 1358 (1956)."D.J. Baugh, G. W. Greenlees, J. S. Lilley, and S. Roman,

Nucl. Phys. 65, 33 (1965)."C.B.Fulmer, Phys. Rev. 125, 631 (1962) ."J.B. Ball, C. B. Fulmer, and R. H. Bassel, Phys. Rev. 135,
3706 {1964).

~~ B.%. Ridley and J. F. Turner, Nucl. Phys. 58, 497 (1964).
28R. M. Craig, J. C. Dore, G. %'. Greenlees, J. S; Lilley, J.

Lowe, and P. C. Rome, Nucl. Phys. 58, 515 (1964)."D.L. Watson, J. Loafe, J. C. Dore, R. M. Craig, and D. J.
Baugh, Nucl. Phys. AM, 193 (1967).~~ g„: g'-

30 See Ref. 4.
g'H. Liers, M. S. thesis, University of Minnesota, 1967 (un-

published) .
32 C. F. Hwang, G. Clusnitzer, D. H. Nordby, S. Suwa, and

J.H. %il1lallls Phys. Rev. 131 2602 (1963).

Because of the inherent experimental difhculties, the
relative accuracy and quantity of the available neutron
elRstlc scatteI'1ng dRtR is substRntiRlly less thRn
for protons. Most of the published data for neutrons are
at energies below 24 MCV from natural targets Rnd
seldom include polarization results. Of the data avail-
ablc, 30 data sets were selected for analysis. These
include 30 o(8), 4 P(8), and 28 or measurements con-
sisting of 1000 points of accuracy ~10-~30% over
the range 8= 10'(5')-160' with a detector acceptance
of 1'-5 .The nuclei and energies included in the analysis
are shown in Fig. 2 (see Refs. 33-39). Where natural
targets had been used, Fig. 2 uses the weighted average
of (E Z)/A among —the isotopes

These data consist mostly of 0(8) and-ar data for
natural targets A &90 and energies E&14.5 MeV.
Generally, the nuclei and energies are quite diGercnt
from those covered by the proton data. Also, since much
of the data are at energies below 10 MeV, substantial
compound elastic corrections were often included.

The neutron data were used priInarily as a check of
features revealed by the proton data.

» Data compiled in University of California Radiation Labora-
tory Report No. UCRL 5351, 1958 (unpublished) .
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Nucl. Phys. A92, 433 (1967).
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1319 (1956).

"Compilation of data by F. Bjorklund, S. Fernbach, and %'.
Sherman, Phys. Rev. 1ol, 1832 (1956).

g~ J. H. Coon, R. %. Davis, H. E. Felthauser, and D. B.
Nicodemus, Phys. Rev. 111,250 (1958}.

'8 T, P. Stuart, J. D. Anderson, and C. Kong, Phys. Rev. 125,
276 (1962).

3l' C. %ong, J. D. Anderson, J.%. McClure, and S.D. Vifalker,
Phys. Rev. 128, 2339 (1962).



NEUTRON DATA 0: a (8)+e,
~: ~(e),~,.p(e)

The optical potential V(r)+iW(r), which was used
is a combination of %'oods-Saxon volume and surface
dcrlvatlvc~ folnls %'1th

V (r) = —Vaf(r, Rg, ag) central real

+V 0-1% '(l/r)(d/dr)Pf(r, R...a )]

zr cd sn w Bi pb

+ (Zse'/2R, ) L3—(r'/R, ') 1

spIQ-orb}t (D 0 0
0 0

0
o.Io o.I5 (N-z)

0
0

i
0

I

for r&E, Coulomb

for r& R„Coulomb (5)
Fxo. 2. The energy and average (X—Z)/2 values of the

neutron data included in the parameter searches. The data is
taken from Refs. 33-39.

W(r) = W,f(r, R—r', er'), imaginary volume

=+WsF4ar(d/dr) $f(r, Rr, uz) j,

f(r, R, a) =)i+exp(r —R)/uP'.
d.l= SCRlRr ploduct of thc lntI'Inslc Rnd ox'bltRl RDgUlR1

momcntUIQ opcI'Rto s

=f for j=l+~s
= —(1+1) for j=1——,')0.

j, I= total and orbital angular momentum quantum
numbers for the incident nucleon (spin, &= 2).

X& =ploD COIQpton wRvclcDgth squared ~2.0 I' .
Z, s= target and incident particle charge.

A = target mass Dumber.

Energies in MeV, lengths in fermis (1 I'"=10-" cm).

The Coulomb potential is one due to a uniformly
charged sphere of total charge Ze and radius R,. This
potential can be shown to give the same electron and
proton scattering cross sections as a more realistic
clcctI'ostRtlc potcntlRl calculated from thc cIQpil ICRl

nuclear charge distribution, provided the rms radii are
made equal. Unless otherwise noted the semiempirical
formula given by Elton eras used to calculate R,."

It is customary to assume an A'" variation for Rll the
radii, i.e., Eg=r~A'~3, etc. This assumption about the
geometry of the potentials is certainly only an approxi-
mation and, as such, complicates thc interpretation of
the A, Z, or X dependence of the other parameters.
However, in lieu of a better approximation, the radii
were taken, initially to have the form

Rg ——rgA'I',

8~=r„A'~',

El'= rl'A'~',

El=rIA'~3.

40--
E,MeV

55

t 'I

PROTON DATA
KEv «(8)

+ p(8)
~ ~(8)+P(e)

Npe Nleo Z„" ~,e pbeoe

The strength and geometry of the optical potential
lS thUS dCtCl'IQIQCd by Vg& tg) Cgi ~So) Psoy Ceo j ~ yq fI y

el', 8'&p, rl, u~. These quantities were further param-
eterized in terms of A, S, X, and E as required to 6t
the data.

+ +

0
0

0

0

00
~ ~
0 0

OO
0

.Io

Pro. 1. The energy and (X—Z)/2 values of the proton data
included in the parameter searches. The data are taken from
Refs. 10—32.

Since the proton-nucleus data are substantially more
RCCUI'atc RDd covcl R wider 1Rngc of cDcI'glcs and nuclcl
than the neutron data, the main emphasis was neces-
sarily directed towards Gtting the proton data. The
general. scheme followed vras to optimize 6rst the OM

'0F. D-. Becchetti, Jr., and, 6. %. Greenlees, University of
Minnesota, J. H. Williams Laboratory Annual Progress Report,
p. 115, 1965 (unpublished) .

4~L. R. B. Elton, in %Naker Sizes (Oxford University Press,
London, 1961),p. 36.
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FIG. 3. Parameter correlations found in the proton analysis
using the strength forms shovrn.

fit for protons using a particular form of parameteri-
zation and then modify the more successful forms, as
necessary, to fit the neutron data. As a result, con-
siderably fewer forms of neutron parameterization were
investigated.

It is known from previous analyses that the OM
predictions are most sensitive to the surface regions of
the optical potentials. Usually several different com-
binations of strength and geometry parameters can be
found that give nearly the same OM predictions. ' 5

The A, Z, S, or 8 dependence of the potentials can often
be assigned to either the strength or the geometry. In
the present analysis it was decided to parameterize,
whenever possible, only the strength terms V&, 8'&,
8'sF) and V.,

Proton Parameters

with rz' ——rJ, az' ——az. E is the incident lab energy. The
term 0.4 Z/A '~' is used to correct for Coulomb repulsion
e8ects and is the value used by Percy. ' Implicit in this
value is an energy dependence for the nucleon real

The initial fit to the proton data was attempted
using the form

Vz= Vox+ VzsE+0.4Z/A "+V.y (N—Z)/A,

kVy ——8'py+ t'V~y E,

t VSF ——Wo8+ ~zsL:

1g—1m 17) a~ ——0.75,

t/Vy ——0.22E—2.7, or zero, whichever is greater,

WsF= 11 8—0 25E+ 12 0(N —Z)/A

'fI= 1.32'

or zero, whichever is greater, (8)

~r=0 51+0 7(N Z)/A—
V =62,
r„=1.01, a,.=0.75,

where E= incident lab energy.
A listing is given in Table I of the diferent param-

eterizations investigated which yielded acceptable
values for F Average values o. f g'/N for each observable
are given for comparison. These average values were
obtained by calculating the mean of all the x'/N values
of a particular quantity using the data sets included
in the parameter search. The parameters of Table I

potential strength of about —0.3E and an average
nuclear Coulomb energy of 1.38 Z/A'~' MeV. '

Optimum parameters were obtained by performing
a series of subsearches on groups of six parameters or
less, chosen to avoid the more prominent strength-
geometry parameter correlations. A range of geometrical
parameters centered about the values r~ ——1.2, a~=0.7,
rl ——1.3, el=0.6, r„=1.1, and a„=0.7 was investigated.
The typical y'/N value obtained was about 20 per
point.

The subsearches on H/'pq indicated a mass dependence
of the surface absorption. Diferent forms of H/'Bp were
investigated with the best fit obtained using an
(N—Z)/A dependence (see Table I). Although a sub-
stantial improvement was aff'ected (x'/N=15) the
OM predictions for os were consistently 10—20%
higher than experimental values. In an attempt to
improve the ITg predictions various A- and E-dependent
terms were included in H/'y, rl, and uq. The most signi-
ficant improvement was found by introducing a term
proportional to (N—Z)/A into ar. As a general cri-
terion, a uniform reduction in Ii of 20% or more was
considered significant enough to include an additional
parameter in the OM potential.

This latter form, with ar having an (N —Z)/A
dependence, ultimately gave the best over-all fit to the
46 proton data sets. However, even when restricted
to this form, several sets of parameters were found
which give equivalerit OM fits; these are listed in
Table I. The parameter correlations found are shown
in Fig. 3. Also V.~„„ the (N —Z)/A coeKcient in V~,
depends upon the coefficient used for the Z/A'I' term,
the Coulomb correction term.

These features, of course, must be taken into con-
sideration when interpreting the parameters. Nonethe-
less, the optimum proton-nucleus standard OM param-
eters were determined to be

Vg =54.0—0.328+0.4Z/A'"+ 24 0(N —Z) /A
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I l I } I Feshbach or statistical model of compound nuclear
scattering. 4' 4'

The Rutherford Laboratory 0 (8) " and P (8) "data
have been included separately at diferent energies
where appropriate. The 40-MeV data analyzed a&ere an
average of the Oak Ridge" and Minnesota" data but
separated. data are sholem with the OM predictions.

The experimental reaction cross sections at diferent
energies, in some cases, represent values obtained by
averaging isotopic values.

The over-all agreement with experiment is, in general,
quite good (x'/1V 10). The most apparent discrep-
encies are in the OM prediction of the reaction cross
sections for the lighter nuclei (A(90). This may
indicate some inadequacy in the basic forms chosen for
W(r). Comparable cr~ data at other energies would
permit a more thorough investigation of this problem.

The neutron data (Fig. 2) were analyzed using the
proton parameters (Table I) as starting values. The

/
I I I 1I

5 Ep, MoV l0
~ L I ~ I L 0 \

l5 20 50 4050'

I I--

a)b
I.O--

09-- "0.9-
Cu

Ni

Fn. 4. Comparison of the reaction cross-section predictions
with experimental values using the proton best-fit parameters
(Refs. 11-16and 42, 43).

50
~ I I L j

54k 58 56 64 68

correspond to a minimum in Ii using the particular
parameterization.

The OM predictions given by (8) compared to a
range of experimental data are given in Figs. 4—12
(see Refs. 10—44). The average g' value is about ten
per point for the 6000 data points shown in these 6gures.
Of these 6000 data points, approximately 2500 were
used in the search which yielded Eqs. (8) .

Compound elastic scattering corrections have been
applied to the low-energy data as given by Eq. (4).
The relation of the total correction to the appropriate
(p, e) thresholds is shown in Fig. 6. The quantity
fTcE M is the total correction needed to fit the corre-
sponding 0 (0) data at the energies shown. The scatter-
ing appears, then, to approach pure direct elastic
scattering for E Q(p, m)+4 MeV. The corrected OM
its to these low-energy data are shown in Fig. 7. The
magnitudes of the corrections used are comparable to
both measured fluctuations in the cross sections at these
energies and calculated values using the Hauser-

"T. J. Goodsng, &fuel. Phys. 12, 241 (1959).
43 Verena Meyer, R. M. Eisberg, and R. F. Carlson, Phys. Rev.

&17, 1334 (1959).
"' N, M. Hintz, Phys. Rev. 106„1201 (1957),

09--

64 68 A 72 90 94 98

~~ VS A

= l4.5 NleV

l.o
ll6 l20A I24

"W. Hauser and H. Feshbach, Phys. Rev. 87, 366 (1952);
T. Ericson, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 23, 390 (1963);J. Krnst, P. Von
Brentano, and. T. Mayer-Kuckuk, Phys. Letters 19, 41 (1965}.

4' The improvement effected in Fig. 'l and the agreement with
estimates obtained using Ref. 45 constitute the best justi6cation
for the assumption made here concerning the isotropic nature
of the compound. elastic contribution. Appreciable anisotropies
are expected when high spin values are involved Lsee L. %olfen-
stein, Phys. Rev. 82, 690 (1951)g, but these represent departures
at forward (&40') and backward. (&140') angles. For protons,
the forward angle region is dominated by Coulomb scattering
and little of the data used here is at backward angles, so that,
in the present proton analysis, the jsotropic compound efastjc
g,ssurnption js probably satisfactory,

Fra. 5. Comparison of the reaction cross-section predictions
for isotopic sequences with experimental values using the proton
best-6t parameters (Ref. 15) .
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results, however, were insensitive to small changes in
the energy and (X—Z)/A terms. As a conseqneuce,
the energy dependence of the central strengths was set
equal to that of the corresponding proton terms. Also,
the (1V—Z)/A dependence of the strengths could be
set equal to the negative of the proton values. This is
as expected for an isospin-dependent potential of the
form (V+iW) t s, where t is the incident isospin and ~
the target nucleus isospin. 4"" The imaginary diGuse-
ness showed no systematic features and was sub-
sequently assumed to be constant. The real geometry
and spin-orbit strength and geometry did not change
significantly from the proton parameters and these too
could be set equal to the proton values. The most

I l I l (

~,58

gO OM CE CORRECTIONS
FIT PROTON

0%s
n THRKSHOLO

I

0 2 4 6 8 l 0 l2 l4
E, MGV

FIG. 6. The total isotropic compound elastic corrections found for
protons as a function of energy.

significant changes v ere in the strength and geometry
of the absorptive potential which indicated a smaller
radius and an increased volume strength for neutrons
(see Fig. 13). A slight difference in the proton and
neutron real central strengths Vg was also found. This
can be removed by using a Coulomb correction term of
0.2"/Z/2'~s instead of the usual 0.4Z/2'Is in the proton
potential (see Tables I and II) . The neutron data were
also found to be fitted slightly better using a surface-
peaked real symmetry term. The significance of this
will be discussed in Sec. IV.

The best fit to the neutron data, using the energy and
isospin dependence from the best fit to the proton data,

4' A. M. Lane, Nuc1. Phys. 35, 676 (1962);"C, R, Satchier, Nucl. Phys. A91, 7S (1967).
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FIG. E. '::Comparison of
experimental cross-section
data with the best-Gt pre-
dictions for protons, E„=
S-» MeV (Ref. SO).
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9 MeV
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I I I I

2Q 40 60 80 IQO l20 I40 I80
ec.m

I I l I I I I I

RQ 40 60 80 IOQ IRO I40 I6Q

ec.m.

vras obtained using the parameters

Vg =56.3—0.328—24.0 (1Y'—Z) /A,

pg —ie j.7)

rI= rI'= 1.26,

Pgp= 6.2~

81=el =0.58,

Sg= 0.22E—1.56 ol zero whichever 18 grcaterq

IFgp= 13.0—0.25E—12.0(lV—Z)/2
Or zero, whichever is greater,

%herc E 18 tile incident neutron lab cncrgg ln MCV.
The listing of the neutron parameters examined is

given in Table II. Average neutron and mass numbers
X„A have been used for the naturals targets,
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FIG. 8. Comparison of experimental cross-section data wreath the best-6t predictions for protons, E~= 10 MeV. cr(6) jog(8) (Refs.
17-19,44) and, P(g) (Refs. 20, 21).

The most signi6cant difference betvreen the proton
parameters of Eqs. (8) and the neutron parameters of
Eqs. (9) is in the strength and geometry of W(r). This
is illustrated in Fig. 13, which shows W(r) for both
protons and neutrons on Sn"0 at various energies.
The origin of this difference is d.iscussed later in this
paper ~

The OM 6ts to a large sample of neutron data using
the parameters of Eq. (9) are given in Figs. 14-18

(scc Rcfs. 33 39 49) . Again, at low energies (Z(10
MCV) corrections for compound elastic scattering are
necessary for both o(e) and az data. The corrections
given by Eqs. (4) also improve the 6t to the low-energy
polarization data slightly, reducing x'/X values by 10-
20/~ (see Fig. 1"I). In all. instances, the compound

49 G. V. Gorlov, N. S. Lebedeva, and U. M. Morozov, Dokl.
Akad. Nauk SSSR 158, 574 (1,964) I English transl. : Soviet
Phys. —Doklady 9, 806 (1965)j.
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FIG 9. Comparison of
cxpcrlIQcntal CI'oss-scc'tlon
and polarization. data with
the best-fit predictions for
pIotons, E„=14.5 Me V.
0.(8) jar~(g) (Ref. 22) and
S(a) (Rcf. 2I).
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clast1c corrections required werc cons1stcnt aII1ong data
d 45,46,50at different energies, with typical values expected.

'OThe compound elastic corrections needed for the neutron
data wclc ln solnc cases qultc slzcabl. This raises doubts as to
the validity of the isotropic assumption fox these corrections.
Anisotropies have been observed I see L. Cranberg i$ a/. , Phys.
Rev. I ettcrs, 1j., 341 (1963)j, which were signidcant at forward
(&40') and backward (&140 ) angles. Although the neutron.
data analyzed here are dominated by results for the angular
region 40'-140', it does include some forward and backward
'angle data. It is unlikely that nonisotropic compound elastic
effects will signi6cantly affect the parameters found here, but
their possible presence does further emphasize the need for
caution in the use of the results of the present neutron analysis.

Analogous to the OM fit to the proton data, the fit
to the neutron data is poorest for total cross sections
for the lighter nuclei (2&90), and again indicates a
basic inadequacy in the present optical potential.

4

A ttempt eras made to 6t elastic data for nuclein a C

A &40 using the form of parameterization found for t e
heavier nuclei. While a reasonable OM 6t couM be
obtained for forward angle data (tt&90'), the large-
angle points couM be fitted only by allorving adjust-
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Pro 10. Comparison of
experimental cross-section
and polarization data vrith
the best-6t predictions for
protons, S„=17—23 MeV.
(a) Ref. 23, (b) Ref. 24,
and (c) Refs. 25, 26.
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I
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I I I I I I I I
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ec,m.

ments to the OM parameters, particularly rl, vrhich dependent on incident energy vrith

required a substantial increase. This increase in rz

suggests that EIWrIA'" in light nuclei, as expected
for a long-range interaction such as W(r). Also unlike
the heavier elements, relatively fear nonelastic channels
determine the absorbtion and the simple form of W(r)
used is no longer appropriate.

V~ ~ —(0.32&0.02) E,

IVp ~+ (0.22+0.04) E,

Wsp ~ —(0.25+0.02) Z.

V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS (The errors quoted correspond to a change in the
criterion function Ii of approximately 20% as deter

The main features revealed in the present standard
OM analysis of data A) 40, 8&50 MeV are as follows:

b The real central potential can be speci6ed by
(a) The real and imaginary strengths are linearly several different combinations of parameters within the
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FxG. 11. Comparison of
experimental cross-section
and polarization data vrith
the best-fit predictions for
protons. E„=30 MeV,
y (Ref. 27); S„=29MeV,

('Ref. 28), Q (Ref. 29}.
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1.10gr~g1.25,
or

V,~ =30+3 (no Coulomb correction),
0.70&ug&0. 78,

59& V~&52.

(c) A constant spin-orbit strength

V..=6.2a1.0.

(1) A complex isospin potential with real volume
term,

V,~ = 24&3 (Coulomb correction of 0.4Z/A'~')

and a surface-peak. ed imaginary term,

S;y =12+3.
The neutron data are fitted slightly better using a
surface-peaked real isospin term with V8,~ =9&2.

VI. DISCUSSION

The best-fit OM potentials for protons and neutrons
vrere obtained from a simultaneous fitting of a com-
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FIG. 12. Comparison of experimental cross-section and polarization data with the best-6t predictions for protons, E =40 MeV.
a{8)/os{8),~ {Ref.30) and 0 {Ref.31); P{8),~ {Ref.30) and 0 {Ref.32).

prehensive and representative set of (a) all available
proton data LEq. (8)g and (b) all available neutron
data [Eq. (9)g in the energy range below 50 MeV.
These potentials, therefore, represent the best over-all
parameterization of the scattering using the standard
formulation of the OM. Implicit in such a formulation
are certain assumptions in the functional forms used.
Perhaps the most questionable of these assumptions

is that of an A'~3 dependence for all of the radius param-
eters (real central, imaginary central, and spin-orbit) .
The functional form used for the imaginary central
potential also gives cause for concern, since severe
ambiguity problems are often experienced rvith this
term and an alternate shape might be more satisfactory.
Such doubts as to the validity of the initial assump-
tions limit the extent to vrhich physical signi6cance
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Recently, a reformulation of the OM has been pre-
sented by Greenlees, Pyle, and Tang (GPT)" which
avoids some of the difhculties of the normal formulation
and attempts to relate the real parts of the OM poten™
tial to the nuclear matter distribution and specific
components of the nucleon-nucleon force. OPT showed
that the well-defined quantities involved in the analysis
of proton elastic scattering data are the volume inte-
grals (Jg) and the mean-square radii (msr) ((r')g) of
the real central potential. In their formulation of the
problem, (r'&s is related to the msr of the nuclear
matter distribution ((r ) ) via the relation

(') =(')-+('&

X
4l

~- 8
- IO

3Q ~~

~ e ~~ ~@~40» UTRON: Sn W(r)

~
= IO-40 MeV

where (r2)q is the msr of the spin-isospin —independent
part of the nucleon-nucleon potential. Also, to a good
approximation,

(r ) =(r &...
W(r) USING OPTIMUM PARAMETERS

Pro. 13. Plots of the best-fIt neutron and proton imaginary
potentials found for Sn120.

can be attached to the results. These reservations are
strongly enhanced by the wide variety of parameteri-
zations which have been found to yield 6ts to the da, ta
and which are almost as good as the optimum fit (see
Tables I and II) and it is, in fact, impossible, with the
present formulation, to determine a unique set of
strength and geometry parameters which is signi6cantly
superior to several other sets. The parameters deter-
mined must be considered primarily as phenomeno-
loglcal representations of complex phase shlf ts. Thc
parameter ambiguities are inherent in the formulation
used and are essentially independent of the amount of
data included in the analysis. Nonetheless, the results
obtained with various pararneterizations do have
common features which, almost certainly, can be
related to the physical processes involved. These are
discussed later in this section.

From a utilitarian point of view, as long as the limita-
tions are recognized and the alternate potentials quoted
are treated as convenient representations of the data,
they should prove useful for predicting elastic cross
sections and polarizations below 50 MCV and for
calculations involving the distortion of proton and
neutron reaction channels. The use of Eqs. (8) and (9)
for energies greater than 50 MCV and mass numbers
less than 40 may not be reliable. At higher energies, the
potential strengths may no longer have a linear energy
dependence and for lighter nuclei, considerable changes
in the imaginary geometry may be necessary (see Sec.
IV) .

where (r')„ is the msr of the spin-orbit form factor.
The nuclear matter msr found by OPT were inde-
pendent of the incident proton energy in:the range
examined (14—40 MeV) and the volume integrals sug-
gested a slow decrease with energy. The standard OM
formulation used in the present paper yields satisfactory
6ts to all the available data below 50 MCV and it is of
interest to compare the results with the conclusions of
OPT who analyzed part of these data in considerable
detail using a different approach.

The proton parameters of Eq. (8) enable (r')g and
Jg to be calculated for any A and E, and taking (r')q ——

2.25 F' as determined by GPT,"yields values for (r'& '",
the rrns radius of the nuclear rnatter distribution. The
values of (r') '" and Js/A for A=60 120 and 20g at
various energies are given in Table III, together with
the same quantities as determined by OPT. The agree-
ment between the two setsof data isexcellent. Ihevalues
quoted in Table III, for the present work, were obtained
using the best-6t parameters.

OPT analyzed data for individual elements and
energies independently and showed that, whereas the
radius and diffuseness parameters could have a wide
range of values, the rms radii were well de6ned. Using
Eq. (10) with (r'&g ——2.25 F' as in GPT, the present
analysis of more data in a diferent manner yields the
same values for (r2) 'I2 and Jg/A and strongly supports
the conclusion of OPT that these are the quantities
which must bc specified in order to fit proton elastic
scattering data. The restriction imposed here of an
AI~' variation for the radius parameters with constant

"G. %. Greenlees, G. J. Pyle, and Y. C. Tang, Phys. Rev. 171„
11~5 jiWS~.

-' "It has recently been suggested t see Slanina and. McManus,
Nucl. Phys. A116, 271 (1968)j that a somewhat higher value
for (r')d might be more appropriate. Such a value would reduce
the (r') values, via Eq. (10), but does not affect the general
conclusions drawn here,
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TAar.x III. Comparison of volume integral and rms radius values obtained here with those of Ref. 51.

182

Isotope

Present
E proton work GPT
(MeV) (MeV F') (MeV F')

(r2 ) 1/2

Present
work GPT
(F) (F)

Ni60

Sn120

Pb208

30.3

14.5

30.3

30.3

40.0

455

415

445%11

413&10

454&10

406&8

411~12

371&14

4.26

4.26

5.05

5.05

S.86

5.86

4.14a0.15

4.16%0.05

5.05&0.16

5.02~0.14

5.84+0.30

5.84a0.35

where Jd is the volume integral of the spin-isospin-
independent part of the nucleon-nucleon potential, and

1 is the ratio of the coefficients of the isospin-dependent
part of the nucleon-nucleon potential to the spin-
isospin —independent part. This relationship assumes
the same form factors for the spin-isospin —independent
and the isospin-dependent parts of the nucleon-nucleon
potential. The energy dependence found in Jz in Ref.
51 was attributed to an energy dependence of Jz.

Proton and neutron potentials are given in Tables I
and II which, for a given energy, yield a volume integral
relationship similar to Eq. (12). These potentials gave
fits to the data as good as the "best" 6t for protons
and almost as good for neutrons and had real central
parts as follows:

5.2— Zh ~~ 46

of the nucleus, where the Coulomb energy is less than at
the center, a reduced coeKcient is not unexpected.

The imaginary central potentials found for protons
and neutrons show qualitative differences. These poten-
tials are plotted at four energies for Sn" in Fig. 13.
It is seen in this figure that the proton potential is
displaced to larger radii by about 0.3 F and has a
greater magnitude in the surface region compared to the
neutron potential. These features are readily under-
stood as reflecting the neutron excess in the nuclear
surface implied by the rms matter radius being greater
than the rms proton radius. An incoming proton inter-

Vg„=55.2—0.32E—24 (cV—Z) /A MeV, (13)

Vg„=55.2—0.328+24(X—Z)/A+0. 27Z/A'I' MeV, 5.0 4.4—
pb- IP
4.2—

with

rg= 1.17 F and ay=0.75 F.
4.0—

I ) I i I ) I

58 62 66 A 70
5.0—

I i I i I ) I

l06 II 0 I I4 A I I8

A comparison of the coeflicients of the (X—Z)/A
terms in Eqs. (12) and (13) yields a value for t', at
30 MeV, of 0.53. This is in reasonable agreement with
the value of 0.48 obtained from the analysis of nucleon-
nucleon scattering data. ""The coeKcient of the Cou-
lomb term in the proton potential of Eq. (13) (0.27)
is necessary to mak. e the magnitudes of the terms in the
proton and neutron potentials compatible (see Tables
I and II). If this is not required a range from 0 to 0.6
is allowed (Table I). This choice of 0.27 is less than
that normally used (0.4). The latter value is obtained
by combining the average Coulomb energy inside the
nucleus with the energy dependence of the potential.
Since the scattering is dominated by the surface region

4.6—
~ ~

il

Sn
il

4.2— 44
I i I i t i I

I I2 II6 I20 A 124

5.2—

5.6—
O. ,b—
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acts more strongly vrith the nuclear neutrons than an
incoming neutron because of the absence of triplet
scattering in the latter case. The reverse is true for the
interactions with nuclear protons. This leads, qualita-
tively at least, to the features shown in I"ig. 13. The
radial displacement of the two potentials is comparable
to the difference in the nuclear neutron and proton rms
radii (approximately 0.6 F for Sn'~) implied by the
matter radii discussed earlier. "The imaginary potentials
found, therefore, provide confirmation of the earlier
conclusions concerning matter radii.

The imaginary central pote@.tials show an energy and

isospin dependence which, whilst not unexpected, can-
not be considered to be quantitatively well spehcied
in view of the many alternative forms of the potentials
found and the limited amount of neutron data avail-
able. It will be diScult to de6ne these potentials
uniqudy in a manner similar to that attempted for the
real central potential because of the inherent complexity
of the origin of this term.

A further indication of the extent of neutron excess
is obtained from the real part of the isospin potential.
The symmetry term determined in the present analysis
represents a suitable average for a range of nuclei and
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neutron excess, (X—Z)/A. In the case of the proton
parameters, which indicate a volume symmetry term,
the data used in the analysis was primarily for nuclei
with (E Z)/A(0. 1 and f—or energies E)10 MeV,
while the neutron data, which was 6tted slightly better
with a surface term, weighted most heavily data with
(1V—Z)/A) 0.1 and E(15 MeV. This suggests that
the excess neutrons in the heavier nuclei are concen-
trated on the nuclear surface.

The spin-orbit potentials found here have a constant
strength and geometry. The geometrical form factor

shows either a smaller radius or a smaller diffuseness
parameter than the real central potential. This is
expected from Eqs. (10) and (11) which indicate that
the difference of the msr of the real central and spin-
orbit form factors is equal to (r')q. Using the potential
of Table I with rg ——r„, yields results consistent with
Eqs. (10) and (11) and a value for (r2)z of 2.8 F2 in
agreement with the value of 2.25&0.6 I'"2 given by
GPT. The highly localized nature of the spin-orbit
interaction, as indicated by Eq. (11), is also reflected
in the relative energy independence of V„.
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VII. CONCLUSION

Although the primary motivation of the present OM
analysis has bccn to 6nd a suitable x'cpx'cscntatlon of
available nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering data in the
range A)40, E(50 MeV, 'the resulting OM paralll-
ctcIS have bccn shown to bc coIDpatlblc with thc
physical processes involved and can be used with
reasonable con6dcncc to generate standard OM poten-
tials in this region.
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